A kinetic model is presented based on the simplest plausible mechanism for bacterial binding protein-dependent transport. The transport phenotypes of the 18 variant arabinose-binding proteins analyzed by Kehres (Fig. 1) . Such a pattern often occurs in simple one-step Briggs-Haldane enzyme reaction mechanisms when the rate of catalysis is rapid compared to the rate of substrate dissociation (Fersht, 1985) . Second, none of the ABP mutations isolated totally abolish transport, although such mutants have been reported for other binding protein-dependent systems (see below). These preliminary findings suggest that the affinity of ABP for the AraG:AraH cytoplasmic membrane complex has little to do with the overall rate of transport, but the rates of the conformational changes that occur in the docked complex leading to translocation of arabinose are very important. The plausibility of this idea can be tested with the aid of an explicit kinetic model. A consensus exists among those studying binding protein-dependent transport (periplasmic transport) that both ligand acquisition by the bind- 
Transport assays of the arabinose-binding protein (ABP) mutants reported by Kehres and Hogg (1992 [companion paper]) show two surprising properties. First, there is a striking correlation between the maximum initial uptake velocities V,, and the half-saturating arabinose concentrations Ken (Fig. 1) . Such a pattern often occurs in simple one-step Briggs-Haldane enzyme reaction mechanisms when the rate of catalysis is rapid compared to the rate of substrate dissociation (Fersht, 1985) . Second, none of the ABP mutations isolated totally abolish transport, although such mutants have been reported for other binding protein-dependent systems (see below). These preliminary findings suggest that the affinity of ABP for the AraG:AraH cytoplasmic membrane complex has little to do with the overall rate of transport, but the rates of the conformational changes that occur in the docked complex leading to translocation of arabinose are very important. The plausibility of this idea can be tested with the aid of an explicit kinetic model. A consensus exists among those studying binding protein-dependent transport (periplasmic transport) that both ligand acquisition by the binding protein and association of liganded binding protein with the membrane complex influence transport dynamics (Manson et al., 1985;  Ames, 1986;  Prossnitz et 
1989
), but no formal kinetic analysis of transport has yet appeared.
To address the questions raised by the ABP mutants, this report describes a two-step kinetic model that is consistent with existing knowledge of binding proteindependent transport processes. A general relationship is found between the V,, and Ken measured in whole cell uptake assays and the four parameters that define the proposed individual steps of this process -the equilibrium dissociation constant Kd of ligand and binding protein, and the docking rate kdoc, undocking rate kund, and forward translocation rate kfo, of a liganded binding protein associating with the cytoplasmic membrane complex. The behavior of the ABP mutants is consistent with a limiting case of this model in which kfor greatly exceeds kund. This limitation is proposed to be a genuine feature of the araFGH system, as all 17 cleft mouth surface mutants and wild-type ABP follow the pattern in Figure 1 . A set of ribose-binding protein mutants derived in an independent study by Binnie et al. (1992 [companion paper] ) has kinetic properties suggesting that kfo, is not dominant in that system.
Results and discussion
The ABP mutant phenotypes have
mechanistic implications
The strong correlation between the whole cell kinetic parameters V,, and Ken plotted in Figure l (R2 = 0.94) suggests that both may be determined by the same mechanistic feature. When covariation of Vmar and K, is observed in a one-step enzymatic process obeying Michaelis-Menten kinetics, the two most likely mechanistic explanations are (1) that the irreversible forward rate k2 is much greater than the dissociation rate k P l of the enzyme-substrate complex ES -in such a case K, = k2/kl is proportional to V,, = k2 [ES] -or (2) that an alternate, nonproductive mode of binding between E and S (equilibrium dissociation constant K;) competes with the catalytically productive binding mode (dissociation constant K,) -in such a case Vmux and K , are each reduced by a factor of (1 + KJK,') but the ratio Vmux/Km remains unchanged (Fersht, 1985) .
These mechanisms would ascribe the phenotypic effect of a series of mutations to two very different physical processes. It is not obvious that either mechanism leads to covariation in the whole cell V,, and Ken parameters measured for binding protein-dependent transport, since it is not a one-step process. To determine what mechanistic explanations can be applied to the behavior observed in Figure 1 , an algebraic model of binding protein-dependent transport is presented. The model is derived from what are intended to be the simplest assumptions possible consistent with the current understanding of these systems.
A simple kinetic model
The two-step mechanism is defined in Figure 2 . The binding protein P and its ligand A are assumed to come to equilibrium in the periplasm with a dissociation constant Kd (Assumption 1). The liganded binding protein PA is assumed to interact with the membrane complex M via a Briggs-Haldane process (i.e., a steady state in the concentration of P A : M ) with a characteristic V,, and K , (Assumption 2). V,, is assumed to be proportional to the forward rate kfo,, uninfluenced by any subsequent steps such as the dissociation of A or P from M(Assumption 3), and K , has its customary meaning as the dynamic affinity of PA for M (not its equilibrium dissociation constant K,, which is discussed below). The translocation rate, uo, of the membrane step is given by the MichaelisMenten expression:
Because transport into the cell is equivalent to the trans- 
Evaluating the intercepts yields Solving these equations leads to two simple and useful relationships, Equations 4a and 4b, which define the model:
Equations 4 offer insight into how each stepwise process influences overall uptake and also serve to formalize the qualitative discussions of kinetics that have already been published. The validity of Assumptions 1-4 and the applicability of Equations 4 to periplasmic transport in general will be discussed after they have been applied to the arabinose case.
of a V,, vs. Ken plot, will be independent of kfo,, depending only on kdoc, Kd, and the protein concentrations [ PI and [ M I , (Eq. 6):
Slight fluctuations in kfo, from one wild-type culture to another, perhaps due to variations in intracellular ATP levels or rates of ATP synthesis, would yield the behavior seen in Figure 3 . The alternative explanation, involving changes in a nonproductive binding affinity, cannot explain covariation in a set of identical wild-type cultures.
It follows that kinetic dominance by kfor may be a genuine feature of wild-type arabinose periplasmic transport, and the most economical way to interpret Figure 1 is to propose that kfo, dominance has been preserved in all 17 ABP mutants.
If kfor does dominate, Equations 5 and 6 allow important limits to be placed on the involvement of the model's four stepwise parameters Kd, kdoc, kund, and kfor in the mutant uptake phenotypes. The kfor's of the mutants clearly differ from wild type, since mutants were selected 500 Ven a OD based on their altered 6,'s and kro, is proportional to V,,. Equation 6 implies either that kdoc, K d , and protein expression levels compensate for each other in all mutants (within the precision of the uptake data) or else that they do not change. V,,,/Kefl is quite sensitive to protein levels, since it is proportional to both [PI, and [MI,, yet variation in &,/Ken is small among the individual assays of each mutant that are averaged as triplicates in Figure 1 . Thus, expression levels probably vary only slightly from culture to culture. If kdoc and Kd are to compensate for one another, the kdoc for the liganded form of any mutant must decrease (get worse) to the same extent that the Kd decreases (gets better), or else both must increase to the same extent. There is no reason for these two properties to be correlated, and coincidental variation between them in all 18 variants is unlikely. It is more likely that neither kdoc nor Kd varies significantly in any mutant.
If docking on-rates are the same for all the mutants, any differences in equilibrium docking affinity K, = indeed vary in some of the ABP mutants in this set. However, because the mutants exhibit the constant V,JKen ratio characteristic of the kfo, >> kund condition in every case, their kund values must all remain small compared to kfo,. The K, of any particular mutant in the set may be higher or lower than wild type, regardless of its Kn. By contrast, K,,, is predicted to vary downward from wild type in the down mutants and upward in the up mutants in proportion to changes in their kfor's. Slower transporting mutants would actually have higher steady-state affinities, and vice versa.
The kro, can become quite high according to this model (see below), but wild-type araFGH does not operate at the maximum possible rate, since three of the ABP point mutants recovered by Kehres and Hogg have twice the forward rate of wild type. The arabinose affinity aspect of this transport system must be biologically relevant. Escherichia coli has another arabinose uptake system, the proton-arabinose symporter araE, with a lower affinity (Ken = 100 pM) but a higher bulk transport capacity (Hogg, 1977) . If the primary role of araFGH is to detect and scavenge small amounts of arabinose, even the small Ken increase that accompanies kro, "up" mutations might be deleterious to cells competing for trace amounts of nutrient.
The "severe down," "mild down,'' "silent," and "up" mutants appear to form four clusters in Figure 1 . Such behavior could occur in a kfo,-dominated process if there were a small number of discrete alternative transition states available in the rate-limiting step, each with a characteristic activation energy (hence kfo,), and if the primary effect of a set of mutations was to modulate those energies. Single amino acid substitutions might alter only a few intermediates, but might change the rank order of their free energies in such a way that unrelated mutants would end up selecting identical intermediates (and kund/kdoc must be due to changes in kund. The kund may kfor's). The model makes no predictions about transition states, and there are no obvious spatial or chemical similarities among ABP mutants in each group that would account for their kfor's being so similar.
Justification of the model
Available evidence is consistent with the assumptions and qualitative predictions of this model. Stopped-flow measurements of the binding protein-ligand interaction yield on-rates of less than a microsecond (Miller et al., 1983) , but the cycle time of a transporting membrane complex in vivo is milliseconds or longer. (The wild-type V,, in Table 1 is equivalent to 51,333 molecules per second per cell, and if each cell has 103-104 transport complexes [see Manson et al., 19851 each complex averages one transport event every 19-195 ms.) Assumption 1, that ligand acquisition by the binding protein is at equilibrium relative to translocation, thus seems justified.
Equation 4b predicts that Ken will always be less than or equal to K d , regardless of what value K , assumes. Ken is indeed less than Kd for all ABP variants in the Kehres and Hogg study, N205V included. If Ken is effectively uncoupled from K,, periplasmic transport systems would be free to acquire higher kro, translocation rates (hence high K,,,'s) without suffering any penalty in terms of overall substrate affinity. In vitro reconstitution of histidine periplasmic transport (Prossnitz et al., 1989) and differential expression of maltose-binding protein in vivo (Manson et al., 1985) suggest that K,,, is between 50 p M and 100 pM in each of these systems, which is substantially higher than their Ken's of 1 pM or lower.
Total binding protein concentrations were estimated to be around 1 mM in each of those studies, so although K,'s are high, it is still possible to saturate the histidine and maltose membrane transport complexes with liganded binding proteins at high substrate concentrations. Because there is no reason for either value to differ greatly in the arabinose system, the crucial requirement leading to Equations 5 and 6 that [PI, >> K , is likely to be satisfied.
Assumption 2 that [ P A :MI is at a steady state and Assumption 3 that V,, depends only on kfo, are the simplest reasonable assumptions at each point and are not considered further here. 
Application to other periplasmic transport systems
Interestingly, the E. coli ribose periplasmic transport system does not appear to be dominated by kfo,.. The Ken's of the partial down mutant ribose-binding proteins reported by Binnie et al. (1992) are not correlated with their lowered Kn's. Whatever their relative magnitudes are in wild-type ribose uptake, both kror and K, must be altered in the transport systems containing these mutants. The ribose-binding protein associates with the Trg chemotaxis receptor protein, and Binnie et al. (1992) found that the Trg interaction site partially overlaps the cleft mouth surface. Because the arabinose-binding protein has no known chemotactic role, araFGHmay have evolved its dominant kfo, under different selective constraints.
Several mutations have been reported in the binding protein or membrane protein components of the maltose and histidine periplasmic transport systems. The interpretation of such mutants has been largely confined to locating static features such as sites of subunit interaction (Prossnitz et al., 1988 Speiser & Ames, 1991) to specific regions of particular subunits. At present no conclusions can be drawn about possible limiting kinetic conditions in these or other periplasmic transport systems, for lack of sufficient data.
At present Equations 5 and 6 only pertain to arabinose transport; however, the model presented in Figure 2 and the relationships in Equations 4 should apply to periplasmic transport in general. The model makes many oversimplifications, both in the number of steps it proposes and in the assumptions it makes about them. The forward step represented by a single kfor is actually a combination of several processes, and it is unknown whether opening of P and M , hydrolysis of ATP, dissociation, or some other event is the ultimate rate-limiting step in arabinose uptake. It may not be valid to assume that the dissociation of P and A from M is kinetically irrelevant in other systems. The contribution of [ P A : M ] to [PI, may not be negligible in all cases either. As the dissection of binding protein-dependent transport continues, and mutagenesis, in vitro reconstitution, and other techniques are brought to bear on a variety of systems, the first-order Kn and Ken relationships described here should be a useful point of departure for more detailed kinetic analysis.
